Swimmers Keep Coach Amazed With Victory

As Jeff Schadoff

By Paul Schwartz

The Albany State men's swimming team, which has four swimmers ranked in the nation's top 10 by Speedo, remains undefeated this season. The Danes have won all seven dual meets this season, and have scored over 200 points in each meet. The team has set meet records in eight events this season, and has won a national record of 17 meets this season.

Sauers One Shy Of 400th Win; Plattsburgh Tonight


Inside Game Leads Danes Over Utica, 80-67


by Jefr Schadoff

The Danes were building the lead as they scored five points in the first quarter. They led by 10-7 after the period, and went on to build the lead further in the second quarter. The Danes scored 12 points in the second quarter, and went on to win the game by a final score of 80-67.

While the Danes were building the lead, Albany's Tony Jones was a force to be reckoned with. He scored 16 points in the first half, and led the Danes to victory. Jones was named the game's MVP, and was a key player in the Danes' victory.

The Danes' victory over Utica was a crucial win for the team, as they remain undefeated this season. The Danes have scored over 200 points in each meet this season, and have set meet records in eight events.

SUNY's Shawn Potts, now 7-9 on the season, was silent in the loss. The Danes scored 20 of their team's points, as Jones and Low teamed for 27 points, as Albany University Gym, Jones and Low teamed for 27 points, as Albany University Gym, Jones and Low teamed for 27 points.
WASHINGTON: The federal government is planning to propose a new leasing program for the federal government on the grounds that it would pre-empt state and local decisions. Many state and local officials argue, however, that they have already made decisions that are in the best interest of the people. They warn that federal interference could result in lost jobs and fuel inflation. The White House has promised that it will not use its power to override state decisions, but state officials are skeptical. They say that the federal government has precedent in past actions to override state decisions.

Sinking Investigated

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Comments from the captain of a Florida company that sunk the oil tanker Brite Star in the Tampa Bay area have been confirmed. The comments indicate that the captain, who was also the owner of the company, was responsible for the sinking. The Federal Maritime Administration has launched an investigation into the incident.

Catalogs Obscenity

CHICAGO (AP) - The Catholic Archdiocese of Chicago has filed a lawsuit against the Sears Roebuck Co. The lawsuit alleges that Sears has distributed obscene literature in its mail order catalogues.

Marathon Ain't Easy Footin'

This is it. This is the moment of sheer endurance, the moment when the marathoner must decide whether to keep going or to give up. It is the moment when the athlete must make a choice that will determine his fate. It is a moment of decision, a moment of truth.

Bulls Fight Mobile Nuke Wastes

WASHINGTON: The federal government has announced a new leasing program for the federal government on the grounds that it would pre-empt state and local decisions. Many state and local officials argue, however, that they have already made decisions that are in the best interest of the people. They warn that federal interference could result in lost jobs and fuel inflation. The White House has promised that it will not use its power to override state decisions, but state officials are skeptical. They say that the federal government has precedent in past actions to override state decisions.

Music

License Contracts

Expire

Fee Increases

Expected

by Robert Gordon

ETS computer problems

ETS"s computer problems have put a damper on the department's ability to process applications for the SAT exam, according to SUNY officials. ETS officials said that the problems have delayed the processing of applications for the SAT exam, which is used by colleges to assess the academic readiness of high school students.

SUNY At Stony Brook Has

New Drop/Add Policy

SUNY At Stony Brook has implemented a new drop/add policy, which allows students to add or drop courses without penalization. The policy is designed to help students who may need to make changes to their schedules due to unforeseen circumstances.

Olympic Boycott: SUNYA's View

The White House: The federal government has announced a new leasing program for the federal government on the grounds that it would pre-empt state and local decisions. Many state and local officials argue, however, that they have already made decisions that are in the best interest of the people. They warn that federal interference could result in lost jobs and fuel inflation. The White House has promised that it will not use its power to override state decisions, but state officials are skeptical. They say that the federal government has precedent in past actions to override state decisions.

Leading the Leaders

WASHINGTON: The federal government has announced a new leasing program for the federal government on the grounds that it would pre-empt state and local decisions. Many state and local officials argue, however, that they have already made decisions that are in the best interest of the people. They warn that federal interference could result in lost jobs and fuel inflation. The White House has promised that it will not use its power to override state decisions, but state officials are skeptical. They say that the federal government has precedent in past actions to override state decisions.
Schmidt's

to taste it

is to

LOVE IT

Olympic Meeting Postponed

On Thursday, members of Soviet
figure skaters agreed to
return from their
60-day absence, saying
France would not participate.

Vice President Mondale
at Tennis House

In a statement Monday, Vice President Walter
Mondale said the United States
would not participate in the
Olympic Games in Moscow.

Allyses Needed To Battle Soviets

WASHINGTON (AP) — The safety
of the athletes and the impact
on the United States could be
more significant than the
prospects for a boycott. It is
impossible to do business with
any nation that boycotts.

Mondale supports the President's
position on the boycott, saying
it is in the United States' best
interests to support the
anti-boycott position.

Women Fighting For Business

WASHINGTON (AP) Women are
encouraged to become involved in
business, with strong support from
the administration. Women's role
is to help in solving economic
problems.

Cuomo praised Mondale's
support for women's issues,
saying he believes in the power
of women.

Mondale Supports Administration Progress

In a letter to President Carter,
Mondale endorsed the
administration's progress.

Cuomo's praise for the candidates
who are running in the primary
elections reflects his support
for the administration.

Two juicy beef franks

Wanted to buy:
Used SUNOCO 20-watt
car battery for survey
Call Ron at 457-8892
Applications for Telethon Auditions are in CC 130 (SA Office - Telethon Mailbox) for info., call Dorie 457-1864
Kelly 482-0576

THE MOUSETRAP
STATE NIGHT
Special:
The music is ON TAP this weekend at The Moustrap!
Feb 1&2
CAMPUS CENTER PATRON ROOM
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
7:00 P.M.

ALL women need gynecological care
Planned Parenthood offers it on campus at the SUNYA Health Center. Thursdays 6-10 p.m. For appointments & information: 873-2193

ISAT/GRE/GMAT
Don't let 4 years of college go by the boards.
The general SAT diagnostic test will tell you where you need to study.

John Sexton Test Preparation courses offer you distinct advantages in preparing for these all important tests:
• Practice exams
• Substantive curricula
• Team instruction by a superior faculty (not just timings)

This is an advantage with others, then think of John Sexton.

For appointments & information:
At the SUNY A Health Center
Thursdays 6-10 pm

MARY AND THE OUTLAW
Selling '7th Big Week
March 15, April 12, April 19

NORWOOD BARNETT
THE CROOKED EAGLE
A MARK RYDELL FILM
BETTE MIDLER

Exclusive Area Showing Eves, 7:00, 9:30
Feb 12, March 12

TELETHON 80's
DANCE MARATHON
Feb 1-2 in CC Ballroom
All dancers report to the CC Fireside Lounges at 5:30 p.m. on Friday
Please bring your sponsor sheets

Send it from "Love!"
Here's a way to make your Waterloo
romantic experience even more special—use a true Love-letter.

The love of Penelope, Canada,
 stored in the Waterloo's main library for the past 30 years,

Your letter will be available for anythong.

The $20 Allibi
You can't do it at the University
of Arizona. The price is $20.

The party of the 70's has been
window dressing. An old lady

is coming out. A true Love-letter
is on the market.

For more 20 centuries an
old lady has been called the
Albania. — Anybody who has

ever seen her will say she looks

like the old lady who lived in

the attic. The old lady who

lived in the attic is a true

Love-letter.

According to the foreword the

old lady who lived in the attic

has already been published and

sold more copies than the

annual report of the United

Nations.

Milk, Honey, and Love

You can't do it at the University
of Arizona. The price is $20.

The party of the 70's has been
window dressing. An old lady

is coming out. A true Love-letter
is on the market.

For more 20 centuries an
old lady has been called the
Albania. — Anybody who has

ever seen her will say she looks

like the old lady who lived in

the attic. The old lady who

lived in the attic is a true

Love-letter.

According to the foreword the

old lady who lived in the attic

has already been published and

sold more copies than the

annual report of the United

Nations.
Nomination for the American Festival was announced by the Student Activities Office in their recent newsletter. As a result, the object of SUNYA groups is to encourage the growth of non-competitive events on campus. However, this has created a conflict between the Student Activity Budget and the Office of Student Activities, with the former wishing to limit the use of the budget and the latter wanting to promote more diverse activities.

This has led to a debate over the use of the budget, as the Student Activity Budget (S.A.B.) has provided funding for non-competitive events in the past. However, this funding has been limited, and the Office of Student Activities has not been able to fully support the growth of non-competitive events. As a result, the S.A.B. has been faced with the challenge of balancing the needs of non-competitive events with the demands of the Office of Student Activities.


difference brings us to a discussion of our national interests and the oil dependency. These interests have been influenced by the persuasive lobbying of the oil industry. As a result, the president's speeches have been influenced by the interests of the oil industry. This is a problem we control, and one we can handle. If the president were to decide to go to war for our oil but not for our oil, we would have a stronger hand to deal with in the future.

President Carter has sold the citizenry short. It is clear that the president's speeches have been influenced by the interests of the oil industry. This is a problem we control, and one we can handle.
Why keep sexuality in the dark when we have...

THE
SEXUALITY RESOURCES
CENTER

let's shed some light on the subject

Reopens Monday Feb. 4 visit Schuyler 105, Dutch Quad or call: 457-8015

MONDAY-FRIDAY
12:00-8:00 p.m.

REPORTS CO-OP

WILL OPEN
MONDAY FEB. 4
Store Hours: 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

The Student Notebook: Rod Well is again back to ferret out some very cool SUNYA students who talk black and white. You better watch your rear end next time you're out in the wilds of campus and happen to spot Rod. You might also wonder why he can't - like that - just start leafing through the Student Notebook pages like it's some kind of catalog, but that he insists on it another listings to catch on page 6.

The Student Notebook: A sold-out show turns into something! Some of you may have heard that the Campus Center Center is another ABC tacked to the theme of the Student Notebook. For those interested in working, stop in at the RECORD CO-OP on Monday to sign up for hours.

For those interested in working, stop in at the RECORD CO-OP on Monday to sign up for hours.

ALBANY STATE CINEMA

present

Jerry Garcia Band
with special guest
Rachael Sweet

Wednesday, February 13th - 8:00PM
Palace Theater

Tickets on sale: Thursday, January 24th 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. and Saturday, February 9th 9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.

County residents $8.00

Superman

Superman

The Editor’s Aspect

Who Are You?

To define human beings is an impossible task. Although from an anthropological view the species Homo sapiens is comprised of individuals, we cannot see them as separate entities. Each human being is a part of a society, and therefore, we must find a way to understand them. Without this understanding, we cannot truly know ourselves.

Despite the complexity of human beings, there are certain characteristics that define them. Some of these characteristics include intelligence, creativity, compassion, and curiosity. Each individual possesses these characteristics to varying degrees, but they are present in all human beings.

However, we cannot define human beings solely by their characteristics. We must also consider the social and cultural context in which they exist. Each individual is a product of their environment, and their experiences shape who they are.

In conclusion, defining human beings is a complex task. We must consider their individual characteristics and the social and cultural context in which they exist. Only then can we truly understand who they are.

- Sherlock Holmes

- George Gallup

Photograph of the Week

SUNYA students are asked to answer a survey and comments at the Campus Center information desk during the next four days. The questions cover a wide field ranging from politics to personal matters. The results will be published after February vacation.

The Editor's Aspect

Diversions: Vincent Allello

Graphics: Evan Garber, Laura Giordano, Julie Rosslar, Lauren Schachter

The Student Notebook: A sold-out show turns into something! Some of you may have heard that the Campus Center Center is another ABC tacked to the theme of the Student Notebook. For those interested in working, stop in at the RECORD CO-OP on Monday to sign up for hours.

Features: Edward may have kept the title of the #1 album in U.S. this week, but the radio stations in the campus were still playing THE WHO'S Quadrophenia. Rod Well, who set up the Student Notebook, said that the album was turned on by the Campus Center Center. The album was later turned on by Rod Well.
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The Twilight Clone

Thomas Martello

In a world where the lines between life and death are blurred, one must be vigilant. The clones emerge from the depths, their sole purpose to infiltrate and manipulate. They appear harmless, yet their true intentions are hidden. Our protagonist, John, finds himself in the midst of this chaos, confronting the clone's attempts to destroy the harmony of the city.

Eureka!

Invention: Muse of Fire

Cortez, the great conqueror, is on the hunt for a new invention that will spark the flames of innovation and progress. With the aid of his loyal sidekick, Zulu, he sets out on a journey to discover the secrets of the ancient world. Along the way, they encounter unexpected challenges and meet intriguing characters who help them uncover the truth behind the invention.

The Happy Medium

Conchita Rodriguez and Shirley Beans

In this world where spirits and humans coexist, our protagonist, Maria, learns to harness her powers and communicate with the dead. With her newfound abilities, she embarks on a quest to help the spirits find peace and closure. Her journey takes her to the heart of the city, where she faces her greatest challenges and discovers the true meaning of love and redemption.

Hot Licks and Rhetoric

Bob O'Brien

In a world where words are weapons, our protagonist, Jack, learns the power of rhetoric and uses it to defend his city. With his quick wit and sharp tongue, he takes on the corrupt politicians and rallies the people to fight for justice. His journey takes him to the highest echelons of power, where he must prove his worth and save his city from the clutches of the enemy.
The Albany Student Press (ASP) has decided to conduct a survey of SUNYA students as part of a project entitled "The Albany Student Press Survey." This survey is intended to gather information from students about their personal lives, beliefs, and experiences. The survey consists of 103 questions that should cover the gamut of emotions, experiences, and the thoughts of SUNYA students. Our intention is to get to know you, and after the answers are run through a computer and analyzed by our expert panel of brainy analytical types, we hope that we'll all know ourselves better.

The survey is anonymous, so you can be as honest and forthright as you wish. The results will be published in the ASP in the spring of 1978. Registration is required, however, so please complete the form attached. We hope you enjoy the time you spend completing the survey as much as we enjoyed putting it together with the help of the Albany students. The survey is available at the Campus Center Information Desk by Monday at 5:00 p.m. The success of this survey is dependent on the number of students who complete and return the form.
The Artist Hits The Road

D'Arcangelo's Highway

The Artist Hits The Road

Rich Bohar

The artist presents his novel approach to space and time, up to modern motorways.

The work of an indefatigable artist, D'Arcangelo's exhibits new dimensions for the viewer. He creates a visual reality in itself, presenting the viewer with his own vision of space, time, and place.

One may问我 the artist's vision of American landscapes. His work is characterized by a constant search for a connection between the human and the machine.

He is not content with simply depicting the landscape; he seeks to capture the essence of the American Dream.

In his work, D'Arcangelo uses a variety of media, including film and photography, to create a collage of American life.

The criticism of his work ranges from praise to controversy, but the artist remains committed to his vision of the American road.
Farewell To Grandfather

Anna Nardelli

The time I saw him was a bright day in the middle of summer. I was only twelve years old, and I had just finished my first year of high school. He was standing on the porch of our house, looking out at the green fields and the blue sky. He was wearing a pair of jeans and a T-shirt, and he had a mustache. I walked up to him and said, "Grandpa, why are you outside? It's too hot."

He turned and looked at me with a smile. "I'm just thinking about my life, my dear," he said. "I've lived a long time, and I've seen many things."

I asked him if he had any advice for me. He looked at me seriously and said, "Always be kind and honest. Never be afraid to stand up for what you believe in." Then he gave me a hug and said, "I love you, my dear."

I nodded and walked back inside. As I looked out the window, I realized that he was right. Life is too short to be afraid of anything. I would remember his words and try to live up to his example."

---

For Brian

Sue Gerber

My father was a woman. I knew she was a woman from the moment I met her. She was tall and had short hair, and she always wore a suit. I was a little girl, and I didn't understand much about the world, but I knew that something was different about my father.

She was a lawyer and worked in a big city. She lived alone in a small apartment, and she didn't have any children. She was very busy, and she didn't have time to play with me or to take me out to eat.

I used to go to her office and wait for her to come home. She would tell me stories about the cases she was working on, and I would listen intently. She was very good at her job, and I was proud of her.

One day, when I was about eight years old, I asked her why she was a woman. She said, "Because I was born that way, my dear."

I didn't understand what she meant, but I knew that it was important. I decided to be like my father and work in the law when I grew up.

---

Billboard's Top Ten

---

Crossword

---

Doc Scernicht

---

Trivvia Time

---

Word Search

---

Hot Licks

---

Concert Corner

---

Don't get pregnant.

Use Contra-Foam.

I don't think anything is bad. But if you are pregnant, there is a way to prevent it. The Contra-Foam is a gel that can be used to prevent pregnancy. It is safe and effective. If you want to use it, I will tell you how to use it. Just follow the instructions on the package. You can find it in any pharmacy.
Applications for Olympics can be picked up near CC information desk funded by SA, UAS and the Administration

Winter Weekend
SCHEDULE

Wed, Jan 30 - home basketball game against Plattsburg
Fri Night - Dance Marathon sponsored by Telethon '80
Sat Night - CC Ballroom Party sponsored by classes of 81, 82, 83
Sun Night - Coffee House sponsored by JSC and Asuba, 8pm, LQ cafe

Olympics
tug of war, polar bear run, foul shooting contest, pyramid building, snowball throw 3-legged race

Snow Sculpture Contest (weather permitting)
- theme: cartoon characters
- for info and sign up call: Mary Beth - P 7403 or Joanne T 7898

* Applications for Olympics can be picked up near CC information desk

Nominations are being accepted for the position of Editor-in-Chief of the Albany Student Press.

Requirements and responsibilities of the position are as follows:
The Editor-in-Chief will be a full-time equivalent undergraduate student at the University at Albany.
The Editor-in-Chief will be responsible for representing the Albany Student Press in university groups and all extra-curricular activities.

To apply, please submit a letter to the managing editor of the Albany Student Press, c/o Joanne T 7898, by 4pm on Tuesday, February 2, 1983.

The Albany Student Press is published weekly on Fridays in the University at Albany under the sponsorship of the Associated Students of the University at Albany. It is not responsible for the opinions of contributing editors or for the accuracy of advertisements.

The Editor-in-Chief will be responsible for the direction of the newspaper, and will review the publication's educational policy.

Letters of application must be submitted by the managing editor of the Albany Student Press, c/o Joanne T 7898, by 4pm on February 2, 1983.

All members of the editorial board will be expected to work on the newspaper, and will be expected to participate in all activities of the organization.

The Albany Student Press is published weekly on Fridays in the University at Albany under the sponsorship of the Associated Students of the University at Albany. It is not responsible for the opinions of contributing editors or for the accuracy of advertisements.

The Editor-in-Chief will be responsible for the direction of the newspaper, and will review the publication's educational policy.

Letters of application must be submitted by the managing editor of the Albany Student Press, c/o Joanne T 7898, by 4pm on February 2, 1983.

All members of the editorial board will be expected to work on the newspaper, and will be expected to participate in all activities of the organization.
MANDATORY MEETING
for all group Presidents and Treasurers

Feb. 5 or
Feb. 6
(your choice)
7:30
in the Patroon Room

Topic: Budget '80-'81

ABC's Superstars Rising Again

ABC World Wide ABC is reviving the "College Basketball on ABC" program, the hot new, hottest name in the TV business. ABC will once again televise college basketball, 11 games in 11 different cities, on ABC this fall. The program, "College Basketball on ABC," is expected to attract a large audience and give the network a major marketing edge in the television business.

ABC, which has been active in the Olympic Movement for years, has been working on the "College Basketball on ABC" for more than 30 years. The program was originally conceived by former ABC President, Jack White, in 1960. White, a former ABC employee, had the idea for the program and was later hired by ABC to produce it. The program was first televised in 1961 and has been aired on ABC ever since.

The concept was to create a "College Basketball on ABC" program that would attract a large audience and give the network a major marketing edge in the television business. ABC has been working on this concept for many years, and has been very successful in the past. The program has been very popular with viewers, and has helped ABC maintain its position as one of the major networks in the business.

ABC is very excited about the "College Basketball on ABC" program, and is looking forward to its continued success. The network is very committed to the program, and is working hard to make it success.
Do You Know What's Happening In The NYS Legislature?

The 1980 NYS Student Senate will attempt to answer these and other important questions facing us. The Senate will sit on Feb. 3 and it is a $5.00 fee required.

There will be a session on substance abuse, and Christian, Speaker Fish and Association of New York State will be among those guests.

At SUNY students are welcome. Information and registration will be held on January 22, at 7:30 pm in LC 3.

Telthon...80 presents:
Student-Faculty Basketball Game
Thursday, February 28
Any male or female student or faculty member interested in playing, contact Eric at 463-2093

DISTURBED? WORRIED? CONCERNED?
ABOUT A RELATIVE OR FRIEND
WHO IS DRINKING TOO MUCH?
Alanon Can Help
Mondays 7:30 pm
489-8573 Chapel House

Dane Swimmers Maintain Unbeaten Record
Beat Union For Sixth Win

The Albany State men's swimming team last week won its third straight dual meet, defeating Union College, 179-46.

Albany's record now stands at 10-0, with the program still growing. The Danes are the first team in the NYSAC to win three straight meets.

Dane head coach Amy Kidder said, "I am proud of our team's efforts this season. We have had some success in the past, but this year, we have really come together as a team."

Albany's next meet is this weekend against Pace University and SUNY New Paltz.

Women Cagers Notch Fourth Win

The College of Saint Rose women's basketball team notched its fourth win of the season, defeating Manhattan College, 82-73.

The Rose's record now stands at 4-0, with the team looking good for a successful season.

Coach Lisa England said, "We are really happy with our team's performance this season. We have been playing well together and are definitely on the rise."
400th Win Leaves Sauers Smiling

Danes Improve Record To 14-2 After
70-56 Victory Over Rival Plattsburgh

by Paul Schmitt

Even after the game Wednesday night, Dane's back to its usual rails well. "It's a good feeling," said Sauers. "I was thinking about Doc."

"I didn't win over 400," Dane forward Pete Plattsburgh coach Norm Law.

Sauers allowed his face a satisfied "The scoreboard beckoning for his family to join him smile. "They're a good bunch," he toward Ihe showers.

"It was great that they could come out with a congratulatory hand. Sauers "I'm trying lo deny him the ball" to the game, still smiling. "I didn't control him. Then we finally got a sacrifice point. Our team is starting to show."

His hoarse voice cracked as he "It feels good to know you're playing under a customary post-game meeting, Dick much stature."

Sauers said, "I was trying to deny him the ball, but the....."

Plattsburgh's history. "I didn't go to a good game — he kept us in the usual dummy underneath."

Danes win over 14-2 after a propagation to the game, still smiling. "I didn't a 13-10 lead, as Ccsare then get a good game — he kept us in the usual dummy underneath."

"We were a little tight at the back to back with Mike Baldwin, who was the man, and unluckily the game was tied at 1:07. "We were a little tight in the beginning of the game, I think because we were a little brush off and had to make a lot of things."

Baldwin broke loose, hitting the "It feels good to know you're playing under a Sunday, March 17th. "We didn't foresee 6-1 run on the inside, and the game's leading scorer (23 points), there.

"We were a little tight at the back to back with Mike Baldwin, who was the man, and unluckily the game was tied at 1:07. "We were a little tight in the beginning of the game, I think because we were a little brush off and had to make a lot of things."
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